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Part One: Reading Comprehension (45 pts)  
Text A: 

A) 1. a-You don't see the world but the inside of the        
airport. b- There isn't much job security. c- There are 
lots of ways you could lose your job. 

           2. Because the feeling you get is like nothing else. 
  3-Because the money they earn from the job is not                                   

enough, so they need other incomes. 
          4-They have to be run like businesses.    
 
B) 1. Because James is a-young and  b- single  
     2-a-pressure                       b-stage fright      
        c- long periods without work 
      3-a- it is a life of late nights     b- long hours of practising 

     c- travelling from place to place        d- being paid just   
enough to put food on the table. ( students write any two of 

them)  
      4- Because they are volunteers.   
 
C) 1. T      2. T     3. F    4. F  
D) 1. Dream jobs  
     2. people 
     3. the feeling  
     4. being a musician 
     5. charity work  
Text B:  
A.  1. b. What is success?  
      2. a. Parameters of success  
      3. d. Qualities for achieving success 
      4. c. What makes one successful? 
 B)  1.determination and perseverance. 
     2. We must ask questions to yourself like: What Do I Need 

To Do? What Will Be The Outcome? Will It Be Worth 
Doing?  and  we must keep the emotions for success and   

failures intact and should not showcase it to others  
C)  1. The contentment,    peace of mind   and   sheer  
happiness  
      2. Academic success 
 
D). 1. T     2. F 
 
E). 1. determination       
     2. money is the prime dynamic force that drives this world 

Part Three: Language (20 pts) 
Section A: 
A. 1. are – speaking    2. was talking 
3. had had              4. have been waiting 
5. looks                   
B. 1. learning  2.to join   3. spending 
C. 1. Many products made in the far east are   
not good 
2. Doctors working in this hospital are well - 
qualified. 
D) A: 
1- He warned me against spending money on 
things I can't afford. 
2-What destroyed the houses? 
     B: 
     1-We usually have the children's bedroom 
decorated every two years. 
2-He needs to have his watch repaired because 
it's stopped working. 
      
Section B: 
Question One: 
A. 1. didn’t she    2. wouldn’t I 
B. 1. Why he hadn’t taken part in the race. 
2. how many pencils and pens she had. 
3. if he was happy with his new car. 
Question Two: 
A. 1.as soon as      2. while     
B. 1. standby    2. Am enjoying     3. may be 
Question Three: 
1. probably X  ……..…..  well √ 
2. mistaking X …….   mistaken √ 
3. did X ……………….... does √ 
4. will X ……………is going to √ 
5. print X ……………… printed √ 
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3- emotions or success and failure  
 
 

Part Two: Vocabulary (20 pts) 
Q1. 1. point   2. straight   3. fantasy  4. reveal to  5. currently 
 
Q2. 1. reluctant 2. remote 3. extremes 4.charity  5. lack 
 
Q3. A. 1. Catch up     2. put up  3. work out  
       B. 1. co-founders 2.misused  3-mislead 
 
Q4.  1. in business     2. with   3. market research   
           4.opportunities    
  

Part Four: Writing (15 pts) 
9 - 10  marks: Clear and accurate 
7 - 8   marks: very good but with some errors 
5–6 marks: a number of errors but the              
overall meaning is still clear                      
3-4  marks: not really clear / numerous errors   
       affect the meaning 
1–3 marks: very poor control of  language 
 

 

N.B. Please accept any reasonable answer. 


